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Automate Visual Forensics with BitBox

What is BitBox?
BitBox is the world’s only portable, mobile-friendly,
fully automated and fully managed solution to analyze
and grade drill bits. It is part of the Teradata drilling
analytics ecosystem that includes the most advanced
drilling sensor data model available.

How BitBox works:
•

BitBox lives directly on your drilling rig to
automatically acquire high quality images of a drill
bit. Regardless of rig conditions or time of day, BitBox
can deliver meaningful forensic analysis to keep your
rig working and support drilling optimization.

•

After combining hundreds of images into a 3D mesh.

•

Powered by Teradata Vantage™, BitBox gets the right
data to the right people, in the right place at the
right time.

Figure 1. Using a patented method, BitBox acquires many high
definition images of bits. After stitching them together, a 3D model
is constructed which allows for very accurate feature detection
and analysis.

Figure 2. The primary topology is identified including the blades, shaft,
nose, shoulders, jet nozzles, and junk slots.

Figure 3. Each cutter is identified and is separated into the cutting
structure and substrate. The quality and repeatability of the BitBox
process allows for precise measurement of wear and for detailed
examination of cutter failure modes.

How to buy BitBox:
Rented per rig, per day. For detailed pricing, a formal assessment or more information,
contact nathan.zenero@teradata.com.
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Drilling Analytics Ecosystem

How BitBox helps your business:
•

Standardizes: Combat the fact that up to 50% of
all bit grades may be inaccurate and unsuitable
for analytics.

•

Simplifies: Easy to use, even in harsh or
chaotic environments

•

Optimizes resources: allows your most valuable
resource, your people, to be used for the most
important tasks of safety and productivity

•

Delivers fast results: Reduces the amount of handling
and makes analysis happen at the speed of the
business, regardless of physical location

•

Ensures safety: Reduces shipping and handling of
drill bits by doing analysis as close to the process
as possible

•

Maintains transparency: Teradata is an objective
3rd party in grading/analyzing drill bits. We
have no vested interest in bit selection, design
or manufacture. Our sole interest is in providing
objective, accurate forensic analysis.
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About Teradata
What is Teradata Vantage?
With all the investments made in analytics, it’s time
to stop buying into partial solutions that overpromise
and underdeliver. It’s time to invest in answers. Only
Teradata leverages all of the data, all of the time, so
you can analyze anything, deploy anywhere, and deliver
analytics that matter most to your business. And we
do it on-premises, in the cloud, or anywhere in between.
We call this pervasive data intelligence. It’s the answer
to the complexity, cost and inadequacy of today’s
analytics. And how we transform how businesses work
and people live through the power of data. Get the
answer at Teradata.com.

The first and only of its kind, Vantage is the
leading cloud data analytics software that
helps you manage all of the data, all of the time,
while delivering analytics that matter. Vantage
offers full integration with your favorite tools and
languages, leading analytics engines, and new
sources of data to deliver the answers you need
to create better business outcomes.
•

Amplify your analytics
– Explicitly Parallel and Ultra High
Performing Math at Scale
– AI and Machine Learning Engines
– Most capable platform available

•

Become agnostic to:
– Data: can connect everything
with QueryGrid
– Cloud: same software, same price on AWS,
Azure, or Google
– Scale: no software bottlenecks, scale as
complexity and criticality demand
– Tools: use any analytics tools
or visualizations
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